Under ambient conditions water freezes to either hexagonal ice or a hexagonal/cubic composite ice. The presence of hydrophobic guest molecules introduces a competing pathway: gas hydrate formation, with the guests in clathrate cages. Here the pathways of the phase transitions are sought as sequences of states with coexisting phases, using a generalized replica exchange algorithm designed to sample them in equilibrium, avoiding nonequilibrium processes. For a dilute solution of methane in water under 200 atm, initializing the simulation with the full set of replicas leads to methane trapped in hexagonal/cubic ice, while gradually adding replicas with decreasing enthalpy produces the initial steps of hydrate growth. Once a small amount of hydrate is formed, water rearranges to form empty cages, eventually transforming the remainder of the system to metastable β ice, a scaffolding for hydrates. It is suggested that configurations with empty cages are reaction intermediates in hydrate formation when more guest molecules are available. Free energy profiles show that methane acts as a catalyst reducing the barrier for β ice versus hexagonal/cubic ice formation.
Introduction
"Water is the most extraordinary substance! Practically all its properties are anomalous..."
wrote Albert Szent-Gyorgyi. 1 Water exhibits 72 anomalies, 2 solid structures that strongly depend on temperature and pressure (17 known crystalline forms and possibly still more to be found -ice XVI was experimentally obtained in 2014 3 ), plus amorphous forms of various density. Properties of mixtures of water with other substances add to this list.
Nonpolar, hydrophobic compounds do not mix easily with polar water, and solutions usually remain as two-phase systems at ambient temperature and pressure, with low solubility of the minor component in each phase. The solubility of hydrophobic gases, e.g. methane, may be increased by increasing the pressure. For methane vapor in equilibrium with dissolved methane at 0 • C, one estimate 4 is that the mole fraction, X, is ≈ 4×10 −5 at 1 atm and ≈ 2 4×10 −3 at 200 atm.
However, as the methane pressure is increased near the water freezing temperature, something quite different from ordinary hydrophobic solvation can occur. Methane hydrate forms, with β ice providing a crystalline array of water cages, and methane molecules fill them to stabilize the system. We follow the terminology of van der Waals and Plateeuw, 5 who denote the metastable form of the hydrate matrix by "β". The cages are almost round and are formed by flat pentagons and hexagons of water molecules, arrangements that largely preserve the hydrogen bond network despite changing the structure from the usual arrangement in the liquid and in hexagonal ice. Methane hydrate is important as an alternative energy source 6, 7 or potential hazard for climate stability.
8-12
Full occupancy of β ice matrix cages leads to a ratio of 0.174 to 0.176 methanes per water for symmetry sI and sII, respectively, or X ≈ 0.15, corresponding to an increase in solubility over ordinary solvation of ≈ 37× at 200 atm and ≈ 3700× at 1 atm.
Hydrate formation in nature does not take place with dissolved methane in equilibrium with the gas. 13 Concentrations on the sea floor may be much lower or, locally, higher. Regardless, hydrate formation starting with a dilute methane concentration very much less than the stoichiometric concentration is an important case. The process will progress until the methane in a region is consumed, and wait for more to enter, naturally pausing for convenient investigation.
Computer simulation of first order phase transitions, be they liquid water freezing or hydrate formation, is challenging to conventional methods. We aim to test and demonstrate the power of a new method specifically targeted at first order transitions, the generalized replica exchange method (gREM).
14 While there have now been several applications of the gREM, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] this is the first to mixtures, and the third of our isobaric molecular dynamics version. 19, 20 In the gREM, enthalpy, H, and not temperature, is the control variable.
To study concentration-limited growth we perform computer simulations on a system with X ≈ 0.008, with too few methanes to allow formation of a crystalline hydrate. Depending 3 on conditions, we find pathways leading either to formation of hexagonal and cubic ice or to partial formation of methane hydrate. In the former case we find nucleation and growth of ices similar to that in pure water, which is not surprising since the system is predominantly water.
In the latter case, however, we observe an extraordinary influence of the dilute methanes, with a spontaneous expansion of β ice cages even when there are no more free guest molecules to stabilize them. Almost all the waters are converted to β ice by relatively very few methanes.
The goals of this paper are twofold. In addition to developing the gREM, we seek to study the states of a dilute solution of methane, which cannot form a stochiometric hydrate, as a function of enthalpy, bearing in mind recent findings about the formation of ice with hexagonal and cubic layers stacked upon each other [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] in the zero concentration limit.
Methods

MD gREM
Hydrate formation and water freezing are first-order phase transitions. Constant-temperature algorithms are not well suited to such processes, as they cannot sample the states with coexisting phases, which are essential elements of the transition pathway when T ∼ T eq , where T eq is the equilibrium transition temperature. Deep supercooling or a bias potential is required to drive the transition, distorting the results by unknown amounts. In other words, temperature is not a good control variable. 29, 30 The difficulties, discussed in detail elsewhere, 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 isobaric temperature for configurational sampling. However, there is a crucial distinction: when the constant-T simulation would sample an enthalpy distribution with multiple peaks, a gREM replica samples from only one of the peaks, allowing dissection of the coexistence enthalpy range.
While the gREM achieves enhanced configurational sampling, a second, constant "kinetic temperature", T 0 , governs ordinary Boltzmann sampling of the velocities.
In addition to equilibrium sampling, the gREM allows us to find near-equilibrium pathways for hydrate formation by following the statistical temperature versus enthalpy through the coexisting states. The effective replica temperature is T α (H ⋆ α ), and in some cases this corresponds to deep supercooling or superheating, so one might be tempted to say that our approach is no different from the conventional one. The point is that the deeply supercooled or superheated states are in equilibrium in the gREM ensemble, or (see below) at least in quasi-equilibrium within a distinct enthalpy landscape metabasin containing a subset of states with the selected enthalpy, and not unstable or metastable with respect to another phase with quite different enthalpy as in a constant-T algorithm.
The pathways we find in the present approach follow decreasing enthalpy as determined by the effective temperature functions in the replicas. The route constructed from H ⋆ from neighbouring replicas might be called "walking along the statistical temperature". We do not choose a temperature to drive hydrate formation, rather, it is naturally selected by the system. Upon passing through the most deeply supercooled states, nucleation and growth proceed with a rising temperature, due to the the S-loop.
Simulation details
Simulations with the LAMMPS isobaric MD gREM were performed under 200 atm with four systems of different sizes, but constant concentration X ≈ 0.008 (122-123 waters per methane), denoted 17Met, 27Met, 39Met, 64Met. Details are shown in The gREM is implemented by modifying a standard isothermal-isobaric algorithm in LAMMPS, as explained in Refs. 19 and. 20 The thermostat and barostat were of the NoseHoover type with non-Hamiltonian equations of motion [40] [41] [42] [43] with Tdamp and Pdamp set to 100 time steps. We used periodic boundary conditions.
The modifications are as follows: 1. The temperature parameter now becomes the kinetic temperature, T 0 , which controls the velocity distribution in an ordinary Boltzmann distribution, and was set to 330 K. 2. The forces are scaled by the factor, s α (H) = (T 0 /T α (H)).
3. The kinetic pressure in the barostat is scaled by the inverse factor, s Algorithms to identify types of ice and hydrate cages
Ice types. In our earlier studies 20 we proposed an algorithm to assign each water molecule to one of four types: liquid, hexagonal ice, cubic ice, or other. This algorithm takes directly into account the local arrangement of neighbours in the first shell of each water molecule using Steinhardt order parameters, 46 and indirectly in the second shell by using averaged order parameters introduced by Lechner and Dellago.
47
Hydrate cages. However, the algorithm does not distinguish water molecules forming hydrate cages as a new species, all are assigned as liquid. Therefore, following Ohmine's approach, 48 we have developed another algorithm to identify cages in terms of closed polyhedrons made from water molecules. The algorithm is presented below. Capital letters correspond to panels in Fig. 1 , where the algorithm is presented graphically.
1. Build database of pairs from molecules within 3.5Å.
2. Build database of triplets from pairs that share one molecule.
3. From analysis of molecules shared between triplets build databases of triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexagons, providing that all dihedral angles in each polygon are smaller than 55
• to obtain flat polygons that are the building blocks of hydrate cages.
4. Make a list of polygon pairs that share an edge. Results and discussion
For each polygon pair (gray in
Statistical temperature T S (H)
The statistical temperature curves provide both a quantitative and an intuitive picture of near-equilibrium pathways. Fig. 2 presents T S (H) for the four studied systems. We have found two distinct pathways, and each gave rise to a distinct T S (H). The first pathway occurs when the simulation is started with a set of replicas covering at once the entire interesting range of enthalpy. Then, in replicas with
, the system is exposed to conditions of lower generalized temperature than when it was initially equilibrated -it experiences a "generalized quench" -leading to formation of mixtures of hexagonal and cubic ices (Sec. III. C), just as we observed during pure water freezing. 20 Ice forms before the rearrangements needed to make the hydrate are possible.
is covered.
Despite being an MD algorithm containing kinetics (system evolves according to Newtonian equation of motions with scaled forces), gREM is designed for equilibrium sampling. In the presence of high barriers, the sampling can turn out to be quasi-equilibrium restricted to a specific metabasin on the enthalpy landscape. Here kinetics does enter, insofar as the system cannot escape from the metabasin in the available simulation time.
In the three larger systems, the second approach allows the rearrangements needed for With two distinct pathways, equilibrium must be understood as occurring within metabasins that do not allow exchange on the time scale of our simulations. Nevertheless, the system is closer to equilibrium, sampling coexisting states in a time-independent fashion, than constant-T simulations requiring deep supercooling followed by a strongly driven transition.
Furthermore, rather than a difficulty, we consider it desirable to be able to sample distinct, physically meaningful pathways.
System size dependence and pathways
Hydrate growth is collective, with a barrier imposing a surface free energy penalty on the formation of small clusters of cages. Here we are deliberately studying systems with low methane concentration, with system sizes such that the total number of methanes, ranging from 17 to 64, is small. Finite-size effects must be considered. It is not surprising that the smallest system, 17Met, does not show significant growth of hydrate structures, specifically of empty cages. The hydrate which is formed initially transform into ice with decreasing H.
11
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The Journal of Physical Chemistry Note that we do no standard quenches with T as the control variable: in our approach, one follows the pathway by the statistical temperature. For the three larger systems, 64Met, 39Met and 27Met, hydrate forms before ice with decreasing temperature (black curve deviates from blue of solvated methane at higher T than does red). While this is a normal scenario for hydrate formation, again, only small hydrate crystallites, and empty cages can form.
The presence of empty cages not stabilized by guests, plus surface effects, explain why an ice mixture, plus methane, was found to be more stable than a hydrate-containing system at low H and T S (H) (left hand side of T S curves) having (i) lower enthalpy for a given temperature and (ii) higher temperature as the limit of stability (maximum of T S (H)).
With a large enough system, or higher concentration of methane, and water in excess the low-enthalpy state should be hydrate crystal in ice, with hydrate in liquid water found at higher H, and solvated methane in liquid water above the nucleation point.
Moving from 27Met to 64Met, with decreasing H the initial rise of the black curves steepens, and proceeds to a higher T S value. The rise in T S corresponds to a fall in the enthalpy of basins visited on the enthalpy landscape, so the stability of the hydrate structures is increasing with system size. Correspondingly the entropy penalty for hydrate formation is decreasing, as a larger temperature enters the denominator of dH/T S (H), making the pathways closer, thermodynamically.
Note also that the kinetics of mW water, and the dissipation of latent heat, 50 are too fast, possibly causing ice to form too fast and favoring the red curves. The slower kinetics of atomistic water could further decrease the difference between the two pathways. Further studies are indicated for future work.
The hydrate pathway leads to metastable product states. However as they are stabilized with more guests at higher concentration or in larger systems, if formation of empty cages is fast compared to diffusion of methane to occupy them, empty cages will persist as reaction intermediates. We suggest that, when guest availability is limited, configurations with sub-12 The T S (H) presented in Fig. 2 represent one of a family of possible curves. As shown earlier, 20 in simulations differing by the random seed used to generate initial velocities, or by different η α and λ α in the replicas, nuclei of slightly different shape and ratio of hexagonal to cubic ices will form, leading to different structures of layered ice, and therefore to different T S (H). We expect similar behaviour for hydrate formation and therefore anticipate some differences in T S (H) depending on starting conditions, with an overall broad similarity.
Perfectly reproducible statistical temperatures can be obtained by a melting process when starting from the perfect structure of a solid. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 The β ice topology follows the same pattern seen in cubic, hexagonal, and β ice melting, 17,20 or in Lennard-Jones fluids, 30 with sphere, cylinder, and slab forming with increasing amount. The relevant hydrate structures are sI and sII. 6 They contain three types of cages, see We applied our cage identification algorithm to determine numbers of cage types versus enthalpy along the statistical temperature; results are presented in Fig. 6 . The numbers of cages found, compared to the numbers of methanes in the systems, establishes that they are predominantly empty, with approximately 10 times more unoccupied than occupied ones. In each case the most abundant cage was the 20-water 5 12 , followed by three times fewer 
Stability of ice mixture versus hydrate/β ice
For a more quantitative comparison of the two competing pathways we calculated the Gibbs free energy profiles versus enthalpy, Fig. 7 , at the equilibrium temperature, T eq , for ice mixture formation, determined from a Maxwell construction of equal areas 17,20 on 1/T S (H).
Entropy is obtained to within an additive constant as the integral of 1/T S . In order to have
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Enthalpy [eV] : Gibbs free energy profile calculated as H − T eq (S(H)+2) for 64Met with T eq = 243 K < 273 K due to finite size surface effects, presence of methane and absence of thermodynamically stable pure hexagonal ice. Black and red lines correspond to profiles for hydrate/β ice and hexagonal/cubic ice mixture formation, respectively. Green dashed line shows equal depth of minima for the ice mixture.
With decreasing enthalpy, the red line shows a double well potential and free energy barrier for the pathway forming an ice mixture. The black free energy profile for hydrate formation and empty cage expansion, after the initial overlap with the red line for ice, exhibits a lower barrier height and continues to a shallow, high "products" well, reflecting the greater stability of the hexagonal/cubic ice mixture versus β ice. It is as if methane acts as a catalyst, lowering the barrier by inducing β ice formation which acts, as mentioned earlier, as a reaction intermediate.
In the finite-size, dilute solutions of methane simulated, the most stable low-enthalpy states are mixtures of hexagonal and cubic ices, plus methane. However, at intermediate enthalpies in the coexistence range, near the barrier top for ice formation, due to the propagation of empty cages, the pathway for forming hydrate and β ice has a lower free energy.
18
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Several other authors [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] have observed formation of small numbers of of empty cages in their simulations, reaching 3 to 5% of all formed cages. They discussed the role of empty cages in the nonequilibrium hydrate growth pathway, and the need for guests and full cages to nucleate and stabilize them. On the whole these studies use strong driving forces.
On the other hand, as in our simulations, Ref.
38 finds large numbers of empty cages generated after a critical nucleus has formed, in a simulation at 210 K and 500 atm. The explanation is simply that, under such strong driving conditions, the β ice lattices are stable, and grow too fast for guests to fill the cages, even though additional guests are present. In our study a very large multiplier effect for empty cage expansion induced by occupied cages occurs along a pathway through the coexisting states, with quasi-equilibrium sampling in the replicas versus the usual nonequilibrium process, and with filling of the cages impossible due to low concentration of guest molecules. The stages of empty cage expansion follow the black section of T S , right to left, in Fig. 2 .
The desirability of considering low concentrations for comparison with real conditions, as it is herein, was recognized in a massively parallel MD study of mW with up to seven million atoms, 62 along with the resulting difficulty 63 of observing extremely slow nucleation rates. With strong driving forces at 225 K and 500 bar, it was found that hydrate formation via heterogeneous nucleation at the water-methane interface became faster with increasing system size. In part this was ascribed to the presence of longer-wavelength fluctuations. We do not address kinetics, our goal is to stay close to equilibrium, and our system is homogeneous and does not possess a fluctuating interface (although of course other fluctuations are important for homogeneous nucleation), but this is consistent with our finding that the hydrate pathway is more favored in larger systems; also, equilibration is faster.
Other non-conventional methods, forward flux sampling, 64 and well-tempered metady- 
Conclusions
Having constructed an isobaric MD version of an enhanced sampling algorithm, gREM, designed to study first-order phase transitions by sampling in equilibrium states with coexisting phases along the transition pathway, avoiding strongly nonequilibrium processes, we directed our attention to the liquid↔solid transition of water in the presence of a low concentration of a hydrophobic guest molecule, methane. In our approach the pathway is naturally expressed in terms of progress along the statistical temperature function, T S (H).
We observed two competing pathways for solidifying at 200 atm, each resulting in a distinct T S (H). When the system is initialized with all the replicas, the system transforms into a hexagonal/cubic ice mixture with trapped methane. If the replicas are added gradually, water molecules around methane can reorganize into clathrate cages, and then induce further changes in water structure leading to the formation of empty cages -β ice. As such, at low concentrations small numbers of methanes can induce many more empty cages. If they 20 persist until more methane enters to fill and stabilize them, they will induce more empty cage formation, etc. Thus the relative rates of empty cage growth and guest diffusion to fill the cages will be a significant factor in hydrate growth. Calculated free energy profiles for both processes corroborate this conclusion -with a small amount of methane the most stable form is a hexagonal/cubic ice mixture, but even at such low concentration methane makes the system ready to form methane hydrate and β ice by reducing the barrier below the barrier for ice formation. Methane behaves as a catalyst.
The product state of the hydrate pathway is metastable and not observable in equilibrium.
Beta ice is not the stable form for any conditions of interest, as shown in Ref. 39 and must eventually change to mixed cubic/hexagonal ice and then hexagonal ice. However, once β ice growth begins with only the higher-enthalpy replicas present, the simulations proceed to sample the metabasin of clathrate as lower-H replicas are added. Despite the enhanced sampling of the gREM, transitions between different crystal structures are too much to expect.
This picture is consistent with Fig. 7 . When cage formation is not interrupted by ice formation, the barrier is lowered. Empty cage propagation occurs near the barrier top, where one one expects to see intermediates, but the pathway proceeds to a state which is metastable with respect to layered ice plus trapped methane.
In experiment, eventually, stable ice would form or more methane would enter to stabilize hydrate growth. Our suggestion is that the ease with which empty cages propagate before such events occur indicates that there may be near-equilibrium pathways in which they play a major role as reaction intermediates. Large numbers of empty cages were not found in
Ref.
63 studying conditions of low driving force. However, clathrate seeds much larger than any cluster in our systems were introduced, indicating a later stage of growth. gREM studies of larger systems are indicated to probe those later growth stages and product states. The present application of gREM to hydrates has already revealed considerable information about the statistical temperatures, quasi-equilibrium pathways, barriers and reaction intermediates.
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